Aptly named after the Goddess of Victory, the K-20 Victoria promises women triumph in the field or on the range. A purpose-built stock with a shorter length of pull, the appropriate pitch and cast, and tailored palm swell that fits the elegance of the female hand lead to a smooth instinctive aim and precise shooting for all situations. Light, graceful and carefully designed for the female shooter, the K-20 Victoria features the balanced low-profile receiver and light Parcours barrels.

Krieghoff Victoria Case Specially designed for the K-20 Victoria the tan leather and cream colored case accents as well as protects the beauty of the K-20 Victoria.

THE K-20 VICTORIA STANDARD EQUIPMENT

- 20 and 28 gauge
- Barrels: Parcours 30” or 32”
- Rib: 7 – 6 mm taper flat
- Fixed Chokes M/IM
- Std grade engraving
- Ladies Victoria stock with adjustable comb
- Oil Finish with special Victoria checkering
- Weight: Appx 7 lbs

Engraving Option: Eleganza
MEET THE K-20 VICTORIA

Light and slim, the K-20 is an easy transition from a 12 gauge. The gun has all of the proven K-80 features in a scaled down, small gauge version. The streamlined, low profile receiver complete with light, soldered Parcours barrels, provides excellent balance and handling characteristics.